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A comprehensive menu of Wagamama from West Lothian covering all 18 dishes and drinks can be found here
on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What ScfamilyAberdeen likes about Wagamama:
We were staying in the area overnight and settled on Wagamama for dinner. We were very lucky to get a table
as they were very busy but after a short wait we were shown to a table for two. Our waitress was very friendly

and helpful and we didn't have long to wait for our food. We shared a Chilli Squid dish, while I had Chicken and
Prawn Pad Thai and Mr Sc had Hot Chicken Katsu Curry. We were delighted with our food an... read more. The
restaurant offers free WLAN for its guests, And into the accessible rooms also come clientele with wheelchairs or

physiological disabilities. If the weather are right, you can also have something to eat outside. What Jason S
doesn't like about Wagamama:

Having been a huge Wagamama’s fan, was very disappointed in my recent experience. Service was slow but for
me the real disappointment was the very poor quality food. Chilli Squid starter was pretty bland the Chicken

Katsu curry was awful quality of the chicken was nasty and to the point where I left part of my meal which was a
first at this chain. The accompanying salad was also pretty underwhelming. I had a similar... read more. The

fresh and delicious juices listed on the drinks menu optimally complement the meals of the local, On the daily
specials there are also several Asian dishes. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Wagamama.

Anyone who finds the usual and generally known dishes too boring should approach with a willingness to
experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients taste, The customers of the restaurant also consider

the extensive variety of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers.
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Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Chicke�
CHICKEN KATSU

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

So� drink�
JUICE

Mai� Cours�
GYOZA

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Mai�
PULLED PORK

�a� dishe�
PAD THAI

Noodl�
RAMEN

Restauran� Categor�
TROPICAL

Coffe�
ICED COFFEE

CAFÉ

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

DUCK

SEAFOOD
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